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whites (non-hispanic) - jones & bartlett learning - during the period when european immigration dominated,
the source of immigrants changed. in the first two thirds of the 19th century, most immigrants came from ireland,
germany, and great britain. 2. the chinese american community-revised - city of phoenix - asian american
historic property survey page 7 the chinese american community chinese immigration, 1850-1882 treatment of
the japanese-american internment during world ... - treatment itself was uneven.7 a more recent investigation
by harada concentrated on the treatment of asian americans in high school united states history textbooks
published between 1994 and 1996.8 harada discovered that asian americans were depicted as passive rather than
active agents in texts. 4 the california gold rush - mr thompson - 400 chapter 13 conÃ¯Â¬Â‚icts among miners
a mixture of greed, anger, and prejudice caused some miners to cheat others. for example, i. b. gilman promised to
free an enslaved african introduction i. the populist challenge ii. the segregated ... - outline chapter 17
freedomÃ¢Â€Â™s boundaries, at home and abroad, 1890-1900 this chapter examines debates about the
boundaries of freedom during the too many asian americans affirmative discrimination in ... - 1 executive
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recommendation that chinese men and women alter their names for american consumption goes deeper than
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